
Experience Superfast Agile 
Innovations with XTGlobal
With shifting conditions and evolving customer demands, 
adaptability is key. Organizations must break free from silos 
and embrace collaboration across functions to become agile. 
XTGlobal specializes in Low Code Application Development 
powered by Oracle, which helps you build tailored applications 
swiftly and securely, revolutionizing your digital landscape.

EXPERIENCE DEVELOPMENT 
INNOVATION AT THE SPEED 

OF THOUGHT

Low Code App Dev with Oracle APEX

20x Faster | 100x Less Coding 

The supremacy of Oracle Application Express 
(APEX) lies in the fact that any organization, 
regardless of its industry or size, can accelerate 
its application development, productivity, and 
time-to-market, driving innovation and agility 
across the entire organization.

Wide Adoption Range

2M+ live APEX apps

~7x YoY growth for new apps

2K+ APEX apps created daily
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700K+ APEX developers worldwide

~25% YoY growth

~15% of Autonomous Databases using APEX

Contact XTGlobal today to discover how we can 
help you accelerate innovation, drive productivity, and 
achieve your digital transformation goals.

Ready to Transform with Oracle Low Code? 2701 Dallas Parkway,  
Suite 550, Plano, TX 75093
www.xtglobal.com,  
info@xtglobal.com,  
866.446.2910



Spreadsheet Replacement: 
Replace spreadsheets with secure, multi-user, and 
feature-rich web applications.

Legacy Modernization:
Upgrade older systems like Oracle Forms to 
modern web interfaces and include features like 
Single sign-on (SSO) etc.

Data Reporting:
Create interactive reports and data visualizations.

External Data Sharing:
Securely share data outside the organization 
through robust web applications.

Enhancing SaaS and Enterprise Systems:
Extend the functionality of existing software as a 
service (SaaS) and Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) 
systems or any other ERP application.

Application Development with Embedded AI:  
Empower developers to be more productive than 
ever before by leveraging the power of APEX, 
Generative AI and Machine Learning models.

Global Enterprises Can Modernize 
Mission-Critical Apps with APEX

Embraced by Developers
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